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In this paper, by using the dual Morse index theory, we study the stability of 
subharmonic solutions of the non-autonomous Hamiltonian systems. We obtain a 
(infinite) sequence of geometrically distinct periodic solutions such that every 
element has at most one direction of instability (i.e., it has at least 2n - 2 Floquet 
multipliers lying on the unit circle in the complex plane if the periodic solution is 
non-degenerate) or it is elliptic (all its 2n Floquet multipliers are lying on the unit 
circle) if the periodic solution is degenerate. o 1999 Academic Press 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
In this paper, we consider the nonautonomous Hamiltonian systems 
i ( t )  = JH' ( t ,  x), 
x(k7) = x ( 0 )  
for k E N, where J = (19, -8) is the standard symplectic matrix, H E C2(R 
x R2", R) is periodic in the first variable with period 7 > 0, and H(t ,  x) 
= i ( B ( t ) x ,  x)R2n + H(t ,  x). Here H'(t ,  x) is the gradient of H(t ,  x) with 
respect to x E R2". We denote by R, Z, N, and C the sets of the real 
numbers, the integer numbers, the natural numbers, and the complex 
numbers, respectively. We consider the following conditions on f? and B :  
(HI) H ( t ,  X )  = O ( I X I ~ )  as x + 0. 
(H2) H(t ,  x) 2 0, b't E R, x E R2". 
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(H3) There are constants p > 2 and R ,  > 0 such that 
0 < p H ( t , x )  < x . H ' ( t , x ) ,  
I H ' ( t , x ) I  I P , x . H ' ( t , x ) ,  
v t  E R, 1x1 2 R , .  
(H4) There exist constants p,, R,  > 0 such that 
v t  E R, 1x1 > R , .  
(H5) 
(H6) 
B ( t )  is a symmetric continuous matrix with period r ,  lBlco I o 
H ( t ,  . ) is convex and symmetric with respect to the origin, i.e., 
Under the conditions (Hl)-(H6), we shall study the stability of the 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose H E C2(R X R2", R) satisfies (Hl)-(H6) and 
for some o > 0, and B ( t )  is a positive definite matrix for all t E [0, r]. 
H"( t ,  x) 2 0 and H ( t ,  x) = H ( t ,  -x) for all ( t ,  x) E R X R2". 
subharmonic solutions of (1.1). We have the following main results. 
denote 
ro  
Then (1.1) possesses 2 jr-periodic solutions z Z j  for j = 1,2, . . . , p which has 
at least 2(n - 1) Floquet multipliers lying on the unit circle in the complex 
plane if it is non-degenerate, and z Z j  is elliptic (i.e., all its 2n Floquet 
multipliers are lying on the unit circle) if it is degenerate. Moreover the finite 
sequence { z Z j }  has a geometrically distinct subsequence {zZ7}5,, where q = 
max{r E Z12r I P S .  
THEOREM 1.2. If the conditions (H5) and (H6) are replaced by 
(H5') 
(H6') 
B ( t )  is a symmetric continuous matrix with period r ,  lBlco I o 
for some o > 0 ,  and B ( t )  is a semi-positive definite matrix for all t E [0,  r], 
H"( t ,  x) > 0 V t  E R and x E R2"\{0}, and H ( t ,  x) = 
H ( t ,  -x), then Theorem 1.1 is still true. In particular, in this case, if 
B ( t )  = 0 ,  then o = +m; thus p = +m. Therefore, the two sequences in the 
Theorem 1.1 are infinite sequences. 
By studying the stability of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems, 
we can see the global dynamic behaviours of the Hamiltonian systems in 
depth. These problems concern the number of the Floquet multipliers 
lying on the unit circle. There are many papers on the stability of periodic 
solutions of Hamiltonian systems [3-5, 7, 8, 12, 131. In particular, in [3] 
Dell'Antonio obtained results about the stability of subharmonics which 
are different from our Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 (he required a strict condition 
on the period 7). He proved that under some conditions (somewhat more 
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complex than that in this paper), there exists an increasing sequence 
k, + +m such that the k,.r-periodic solutions are geometrically distinct 
and have at least 2(n - 1) Floquet multipliers lying on the unit circle (see 
the results in the Section 7 of [3]). We also note that in [ll] the following 
result was proved: for H satisfying (Hl)-(H4), the sequence {x,,} is 
geometrically distinct if every element in the sequence is non-degenerate. 
Here under conditions (H5) and (H6), the non-degenerate condition is not 
needed for the multiplicity results. 
2. THE DUAL MORSE INDEX THEORY 
In this section we suppose that H E C2(R X R2", R) satisfies the condi- 
tions (Hl)-(H6). We now consider the non-autonomous Hamiltonian 
systems 
i = J H ' ( t , x ) ,  
x(0) = x ( 2 7 ) .  
Let E = W1/2,2(S,, R Z n ) ,  where S, = R/(27Z) for 7 > 0. It is a Hilbert 
space whose norm and inner product are denoted by I I  . I 1  and ( .  ; ), 
respectively. The space E consists of all z(t) E L2(S,,  R Z n )  whose Fourier 
series 
satisfies 
The inner product is defined by 
where exp(tJ) = I,, cos t + J sin t for t E R. Let L,(E)  and L,(E)  denote 
the set of linearly compact operators and the set of bounded self-adjoint 
operators on E ,  respectively. Let L,(RZn)  denote the set of all symmetric 
2n X 2n matrices. For B(t)  E C(S,,L,(R2")) we define two operators 
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A ,  B E L,(E)  by extending the bilinear forms 
(A,  y )  = J z T (  -Ji, y )  d t ,  
(Bx,y) = J Z T ( B ( t ) x , y )  0 dt (2.3) 
(2.2) 
0 
on E.  Clearly kerA = R2". We define the functional f :  E + R by 
1 
2 0  0 
f ( z )  = - J z T (  - J z , z )  dt - / " H ( t , z )  d t ,  Vz E E .  (2.4) 
It is well known that f E C 2 ( E ,  R) whenever 
H E C 2 ( R X R 2 " , R ) ,  ~ H " ( t , x ) ~ I c , l x l ~ + c 2  (2.5) 
for some s E (l,m), c, > 0, c2 E R, and all ( t ,  x) E R x R2". Looking for 
the solutions of (2.1) is equivalent to looking for the critical points of f .  
Since the growth condition (2.5) is not assumed for function H ,  we need 
to truncate the function f? suitably to satisfy condition (2.5). We make the 
truncation just as in [l] and [14]. Let K > 0 and x E CYR, R) be such that 
~ ( y )  = 1 if y I K ,  ~ ( y )  = 0 if y 2 K + 1, and ~ ' ( y )  < 0 if y E ( K ,  K + 
1). The number K will be determined later. Set 
(2.6) 
4 
H & Z )  = x( lz l )H(t ,z)  + (1  - X(lZl))~,lZl , 
where r, satisfies 
H ( t ,  z )  
r K 2  max -, 
K<lzI<K+l  i 2 l 4  
O < t < r  
and set HK(t ,  z )  = i ( B ( t ) z ,  z)R2n + f?,(t, z ) .  Then H, E C2(R X R2", R) 
and there exists a KO > 0 such that H, satisfies (Hl)-(H5) and (2.5) with 
s = 2, where p, is replaced by p2 = p, + 2 and p is replaced by u = 
min( p, 4), for any K 2 KO.  Then we have 
H , ( t , z )  2 a,lzlV - a2, (2.7) 
for all ( t , z )  E R x R2", where a,, a2 > 0 are independent of K.  We 
define the truncated functional f,: E + R by 
1 
2 0  0 
f,(z) = -J"( - J z , z )  dt - JzTH,(t,z) d t ,  Vz E E .  (2.8) 
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Then f K  E C 2 ( E , R ) .  Since f?(t,z) and gK(t ,z)  are even about the 
variable z ,  we can restrict the functionals f and f K  to the "odd" subspace 
of E defined by 
and denote them by fodd and f K , o d d ,  respectively. It is easy to check that 
any critical point of fodd or fK,odd is the critical point of f and f K ,  
respectively. This critical point satisfies z(r  + t )  = -z(t). We define 
I/m,odd = ':,odd @ ';,odd' 
It is easy to check that 
Let {P,} be the Galerkin approximation frame with respect to A (see 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose 0 < r < 5. Then there exists u nonconstunt solu- 
Ii5i Or [13i). We denote fK,,odd =fK,oddlV, ,odd.  
tion X 1  E E o d d  Of (2.1) with 
d imm-(Pm(A - B l ) P m )  I 2mn + 1,  (2.11) 
where B, is defined by (2.3) with B,(t) = H"(t, x,(t>). 
A similar result was proved in our other papers [ l l ,  131. We now 
follow the idea of [15]. As defined before, {P,} is the Galerkin approxima- 
tion frame with respect to A ,  where A is defined in (2.2). 
For m > 0, we will show that fK,,odd satisfies the hypotheses of 
the saddle point theorem (see [9, 15, 131). Indeed, let m be so large that 
Pro05 
Step 1. 
dim Vm, odd > 1 and we denote 1 
xm := E -  m, odd 9 Y m  := E' m , o d d '  
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Then dim Y, = 3 dim I/m,odd > 1. By (Hl)  and (2.61, for any s > 0, there 
exists an M = M ( s ,  K )  such that 
For each s E [l, m), E is compactly embedded in L‘(S,, RZn). In particular 
there is an ctl > 0 such that 
For z E Y,, by (2.9), (2.12), and (2.13), there exist constants ct13 > 0, 
ct14 > 0, such that 
l n -  2 
2 --11211 - 
2 7  
(2.14) 
Since r < z ,  there are constants p = p ( K )  > 0 and 6 = 6 ( K )  > 0, which 
are sufficiently small and independent of m such that 
fK,,odd(Z) 2 vz aBp(o )  ym. (2.15) 
Step 2. Choose e E dB,(O) n Y, and set 
Q, = { r e : O  ~ r i r , }  CB {BrZ(0)  nx,}, 
where r ,  and r2 > 0 will be determined later. Let z = z -  E X,. Then for 
r E [0, r , ] ,  by (2.9) and (2.10), there holds 
1 n-r2 1 n- 
-- - -- 1 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ~  - / 2 T f ? K ( z  + re)  d t .  
2 r 2 7  0 
(2.16) 
By (2.7) and choosing suitable e, it is easy to show that 
i 2 T f ? K ( z  + re)  dt 2 L Z , / U ” ~ I Z  + rel” dt - 2ra2  2 a3( IlzllLz + r ” )  - u 4  
(2.17) 
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for some u 3  and u 4 ,  and combining (2.16) and (2.17) yields 
for some positive constants u5  and u6  independent of m. Then we can 
choose r l ,  r2 > p large enough and independent of m such that 
Step 3. It is clear that d Q ,  and B,(O) n Y, are homotopically linked. 
By Theorem 11.1.2 of [2], they are also homologically linked. By Proposi- 
tion A of [l], fK,,odd satisfies the (PS) ,  condition for c E R. It is clear that 
fi;,,odd is Fredholm. So we have 
(2.19) 
where i, is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion i: G + I /m,odd.  
Thus by the saddle point theorem, there exists x, Eq,(fK,,odd) such that 
the Morse indices m-(x,) and mo(x,) of fK,,odd at x, satisfy 
m-(x,) I 2mn + 1. (2.20) 
Since Q, E $(a l ) ,  by (2.16) and (H2) there holds 
Then passing to a subsequence of {c,}, we may assume 
%- 
C, + c1 with 6 I c1 I - r f ,  r 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
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By Proposition A of [l], f K  satisfies the (PS): condition for c E R. Hence, 
by passing to a subsequence, we have 
x, + x,, f K (  x,) = c, ,  & ( X I )  = 0. (2.23) 
Therefore, x, is a classical nonconstant solution of 
2 = JHk(z). (2.24) 
Indeed, if x, ( t )  is a constant solution of (2.24), then 
This contradicts fK,odd(~l) = c, 2 6 > 0. 
ator defined by (2.3). It is easy to show that 
Step 4. Let B,(t) = H i ( t ,  x , ( t ) )  and let B,  be the corresponding oper- 
Let d = $ll(A - B,)#Ilpl, where we denote C# = (CII,c)pl. By (2.25) 
there exists a r3 > 0 such that 
Hence for m sufficiently large, there holds 
For z E K , < x , )  n and b'u E M i ( P , ( A  - B,)P,)\{OS, where we 
denote by Mp(C) the negative definite space of the operator C, by (2.26) 
we have 
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Thus 
By (2.20) and (2.27) for large m we have 
2mn + 1 = dimX, + 1 2 m - ( x , )  2 dimM-(P,(A -B,)P,) 
Step 5. By (2.21) and (H4), using the same arguments as in (1.31)-(1.34) 
in [14], there is a large K ,  such that for K 2 K , ,  IlxlllL- < K .  Then 
H i ( t ,  x,) = H’(t, x,) and H i ( t ,  x,) = H”(t, x,). Thus x, is a nonconstant 
2~per iodic  solution of (2.1) which satisfies (2.1 1). We complete the proof. 
I 
We note that 
Thus the above arguments can be restricted in the space Eodd([O, 71, R Z n )  
= { v  E EIv(7) = -v(O)S with the same results. By (H5) and (H6), if x, is 
the solution obtained from Theorem 2.1, then for any k > 0, H”(t,  x,) + 
k Id > 0. We choose k > 0 small such that Tk := -J$ + k Id defined 
from Eodd into Ltdd(s,, R Z n )  is invertible and its inverse is compact; thus 
the quadratic form defined by 
has finite Morse index, where Ltdd = { v  E L2([0, 71, R Z n ) I u ( ~ )  = -v(O)S. 
We denote the Morse index of Q:,odd by it,odd(X1) and call it the dual 
Morse ( k ,  odd)-index of x,. 
If x, is given by Theorem 2.1, then for small k > 0,  there 
holds 
THEOREM 2.2. 
Pro05 By Theorem 2.1 and the modification of the arguments given in 
I [ lo ,  Section 21, the proof is a simple and direct. We omit the details. 
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3. THE FLOQUET MULTIPLIERS AND (0, k ,  odd)-INDEX 
We denote 
and define an operator 
$ w , o d d :  H:,odd H 1 ( [ 0 9 7 1 9 c = 2 " ) 9  ( $ u , o d d v ) ( t )  = o t "v ( t )  
for o = e ie ,  8 E R. Then = $u(H:,odd). Since H ( t , .  ) is even, so is 
H"( t , .  ). By the condition x1(7 + t )  = -x,(t), then H"( t ,  x,(t)) is 7-peri- 
odic. We suppose y ( t )  is the fundamental solution of the equation 
y = JH"(t ,  x l ( t ) ) y .  (3.1) 
Note that y(27) = ~ ( 7 ) ' ;  thus if the Floquet multipliers of y(7) lie on the 
unit circle, then so do y(27). In the following we will study the lower 
bound of the number of the Floquet multipliers for y(7) which lie on the 
unit circle. In the interval [0 ,7] ,  we consider the linear equation 
It is well known that o + = exp( f k7i) are its Floquet multipliers and each 
has multiplicity n ,  and %+ (0-) is Krein positive (negative) definite. We 
denote by j w , k , o d d ( x l )  the Morse index of Qt,k,o,, = Q$,odd in the space 
H:,.dd. We can see that j - l , k , o d d ( ~ l )  = iz,odd(xl) I 1. We define 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The (0, k ,  odd)-index j w , k , o d d ( x l )  varies only when o 
is a Floquet multiplier of y( r )  or o = o *. Moreover, if none of the Floquet 
multipliers of y( r )  equals o *, then 
where o is a Floquet multiplier of y(r )  with its Krein type ( p o ,  qo )  (see 
Definition 1.2.8 of [8] for details), and 
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If o+ is also a Floquet multiplier of y ( r ) ,  then 
8 j j w + , k , o d d ( X 1 )  =PO - 90 - n ,  
8 j j w - , k , o d d ( X 1 )  = 90 -PO + ‘ 9  
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where ( p o ,  qo)  is the Krein type of o = o+ as a Floquet multiplier of y ( r ) .  
In addition, 
I j I l , k , o d d ( X 1 ) I  I d ,  (3.9) 
where 2 d  is the multiplicity of o = - 1 as a Floquet multiplier of y ( r ) .  
The first part of this proposition can be proved by using the 
same methods as in [5]. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) follow from similar 
arguments in Proposition 1.5.9 of [8]. Equations (3.7) and (3.8) follow from 
a small perturbation of k and (3.5) and (3.6). Equation (3.9) follows from 
the fact that the Krein type of the multiplier o = - 1 is ( d ,  d) .  There is a 
complete proof of this proposition in [12]. 
Pro05 
I 
4. ESTIMATE THE (0, k,odd)-INDICES jw,k,odd(xl)  NEAR o = 1 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Under the conditions (Hl)-(H6), the (0, k,  odd)-in- 
dex of x1 satisfies 
(4.1) 
it? jw ,k ,odd(x l )  2 2n,  o = e , 8 + 0. 
Pro05 Since H”(t ,  x,(t>) > 0 for all t E S,, then there is a positive 
constant 7 such that H”(t ,  x , ( t ) )  2 7. Hence there holds 
1 
( H ” ( t , x , ( t ) )  + kid)-' I - Id. 
k + 7  
Thc quadratic form QZ, k ,  odd is cquivalcnt to thc quadratic form 
Qjw, k ,  odd(  g) = lT( ( Bk(  ~ I % ,  k g (  t ,  9 %, k g (  1) 
0 
- ( % , k g ( t ) , g ( t ) ) )  d t ,  ‘g E H i , o d d )  (4.3) 
where B k ( t )  = H”(t ,  x , ( t ) )  + k Id and 
the quadratic form in HA,odd: 
= -Jf + k Id. We consider 
1 
Q ( g )  = iTGl - Jg + kgI2 dt - lT( -Jg + kg, g) dt.  (4.4) 
0 
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Every g E can be written as 
Thus, by direct computation, there holds 
a j , a j  . ( 4 . 5 )  1 
( 2 j  Id - iJ8/n- + rk/n- Id) 
X ( 2 j  Id - i J O / n -  - rr//n- Id) +c3 
r ( k  + 7) I Q ( g >  = n-' c J =  -c3 
Since the eigenvalues of iJ are f 1 and each has multiplicity n,  the 
eigenvalues of the self-adjoint matrix 
( 2 j  Id - i J B / n -  + rk/n- Id) (2 j  Id - i J O / n -  - rr//n- Id) 
are the two numbers 
( 2 j  - 8/n- + r k / n - ) ( 2 j  - 8/n- - rq /n- )  p.  = 
r ( k  + 7) J ,  1 
and 
and each has multiplicity n and is semi-simple, i.e., its algebraic multiplic- 
ity equals its geometrical multiplicity. So pjl,, < 0 if and only if 8/n- - 
r k / n -  < 2 j ,  < 8/n- + rq/n-, and pj2,, < 0 if and only if - 8/n-  - rk/n- 
< 2 j ,  < - 8/n-  + rq/n-. Since 8 + 0, thus j ,  = 0 and j ,  = 0, each corre- 
sponding to n dimensional negative eigenspaces of the quadratic form 
Q ( g ) .  It follows that the Morse index of Q in the space is at  least 
2 n .  It is clear that Q,,k,odd(g) I Q ( g )  for every g E HA,odd. Thus we get 
(4.1).  I 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 2.1, x, is a 2r-periodic solution of 
(2.1).  Thus by Theorem 2.2 and Propositions 3.1 and 4.1, if 8 + 0 and 
o = eie ,  there holds 
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where n+ and n- are total positive and negative multiplicity of the 
Floquet multipliers lying on the upper unit circle. If o E U has the Krein 
type ( p ,  q),  then we say that it has positive multiplicity p and negative 
multiplicity q. Therefore, we have n-  + d 2 n - 1. Since the Floquet 
multipliers lying on the unit circle are symmetric, we obtain at least 
2(n - 1) Floquet multipliers lying on the unit circle if x1 is non-degener- 
ate, and all 2n Floquet multipliers lying on the unit circle if x1 is 
degenerate. We take z2  = xl .  Since H(t ,  x) is also a jT-periodic function 
about variable t for j E N, by the above arguments, we can obtain z Z j  for 
1 I j I p as z2  satisfying the stability condition. It is clear that every two 
elements of the subsequence { z2,$ are geometrically distinct, because we 
can see that one of them is periodic for some period but another is 
anti-periodic. I 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, the essential 
condition is that B ( t )  + H”(t,  x) is a positive definite matrix. This condi- 
tion also follows from the conditions (H5’) and (H6’). So Theorem 2.1 still 
holds in this case. Thus we can complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 in a 
similar way as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
I 
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